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We have used temperature-dependent single molecule force spectroscopy to stretch covalently
anchored carboxymethylated amylose (CMA) polymers attached to an amino-functionalized
AFM cantilever. Using an Arrhenius kinetics model based on a Morse potential as a
one-dimensional representation of covalent bonds, we have extracted kinetic and structural
parameters of the bond rupture process. With 35.5 kJ mol1, we found a signiﬁcantly smaller
dissociation energy and with 9.0  102 s1 to 3.6  103 s1 also smaller Arrhenius pre-factors
than expected for homolytic bond scission. One possible explanation for the severely reduced
dissociation energy and Arrhenius pre-factors is the mechanically activated hydrolysis of covalent
bonds. Both the carboxylic acid amide and the siloxane bond in the amino-silane surface linker
are in principle prone to bond hydrolysis. Scattering, slope and curvature of the scattered data
plots indicate that in fact two competing rupture mechanisms are observed.

Introduction
Chemical bonds control the stress and wear resistance and thus
the toughness and durability of synthetic and natural materials.1
To understand material failure it is therefore essential to understand the breakdown of individual chemical bonds. Like most
chemical reactions, the scission of chemical bonds requires
activation energy. This energy can be provided in the form of
light, thermal, electrical or mechanical energy. When it comes to
material failure, mechanical activation plays a crucial role, as
materials often bear considerable mechanical forces in everyday
life. Moreover, mechanical activation can be used in natural
products chemistry, the chemistry of solids, and even in organic
synthesis, where force can be used as a control parameter to
steer a reaction to a desired end point.2–8 With the advancement
of single molecule techniques, rupture forces of individual
molecular bonds have become experimentally accessible,9–13
and recently there has been an increasing number of studies
focusing on the mechanical stability of covalent chemical
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bonds.4,14–21 In order to understand the underlying chemical
reactions at the molecular level, it is necessary to determine
structural and kinetic parameters, like depth and width of the
binding potential, as well as the Arrhenius pre-factor and compare these parameters to thermodynamic data as well as quantum
chemical modelling.22–28 So far, however, it has been diﬃcult to
extract these parameters from single molecule force measurements
of covalent bonds.
In a recent study,18 we have stretched single carboxymethylated
amylose (CMA) polymers attached to an amino-functionalized
AFM cantilever. The systematic variation of force-loading
rates over several orders of magnitude revealed a thermally
activated rupture process following Arrhenius type kinetics:
koﬀ = A exp[Ea(f)/(kBT)], with a force-dependent activation
energy Ea(f), where the bond lifetime t = 1/koﬀ decreased
with increasing force and the observed bond rupture force
increased almost logarithmically with the force-loading rate
df/dt. Nevertheless, even a variation of force-loading rates
over three orders of magnitude did not provide structural and
kinetic information about the binding potential, since the three
parameters which describe the dissociation kinetics could not
be unambiguously extracted from the experimental data. In
the present study, we have therefore chosen an extended
approach: together with the force-loading rate, we have varied
the temperature which is an additional control parameter
directly entering the exponent in the Arrhenius equation.
Furthermore, rather than using a least square ﬁt algorithm,
which assumes Gaussian probability distributions, we have
employed the maximum likelihood method, which can be used
to ﬁt also non-Gaussian probability distributions,29 like the
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rupture force distribution of the Arrhenius kinetics model
used here. With temperature as an additional parameter,
and with a ﬁt algorithm which takes into account the correct
(non-Gaussian) shape of the loading rate-dependent bond
rupture probabilities, we have now been able to obtain the
parameters determining the unbinding kinetics of the system.
A comparison of these results to thermodynamic and spectroscopic data as well as theoretical modelling indicates that
a possible rupture mechanism in this case could be the
mechanically activated hydrolysis of the amide or the siloxane
bond in the surface linker.

Results and discussion
A schematic representation of the covalent anchoring, with the
CMA polymer attached to the substrate and the AFM cantilever
via amino-linkers, is shown in Scheme 1.
A typical force–extension curve of a single CMA polymer at
room temperature in PBS (150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) is displayed
in Fig. 1. As described elsewhere,14,18,30–33 the characteristic

Fig. 1 Typical force–extension curve of a single CMA polymer
recorded at 293 K. At low forces, the polymer is uncoiled, then bond
angles deform and the chair–boat transition of the glucose rings leads
to a pronounced plateau at around 0.3 nN. At the end of the plateau, a
sharp increase in force can be observed, and at a force of 2.1 nN the
connection is ﬁnally lost.

plateau at 0.3 nN, which is caused by the chair–boat transition
of CMA, can be used to conﬁrm that a single molecule has
been stretched. At the end of the plateau in Fig. 1, further
extension of the molecule leads to a sharp increase in force,
until the chain connecting the glass substrate and the AFM
cantilever ﬁnally breaks at a force of 2.1 nN, in this individual
example. Based on quantum-chemical modelling, it has been
shown that under gas-phase conditions, the weakest link in the
chain connecting the two surfaces is the Si–C bond in the amino
surface linker,14,22 and the observed rupture of the connection
between the two surfaces has therefore been attributed to the
scission of the Si–C bond.
In Fig. 2 rupture forces (fr) and force-loading rates (df/dt) of
almost 900 single molecule rupture events (black dots) at three
diﬀerent temperatures are displayed. Fig. 2a shows rupture
forces vs. force-loading rates of 182 bond rupture events at
282 K. Fig. 2b shows 408 rupture forces vs. force-loading
rates at 293 K, and Fig. 2c shows 306 rupture forces vs. forceloading rates at 320 K.
To extract the kinetic parameters of the bond rupture
process, an Arrhenius kinetics model, with a Morse potential
V(x) = De(1  exp(bx))2 representing the binding potential
was ﬁtted to the data, using the maximum likelihood method.
Here, De represents the dissociation energy and 1/b the
relative width of the potential. With the eﬀective potential
Veﬀ(x) = V(x)  fx, the force-dependent activation energy
Ea(f) entering the Arrhenius equation becomes:22,34
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ!)
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Scheme 1 Single carboxymethylated amylose (CMA) polymer
covalently coupled between an amino-functionalized AFM tip and
an amino-functionalized glass surface.
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0
where fmax ¼ Vmax
¼ 1=2De b and the term a/2hn accounts for
the contribution of the zero-point energy (cf. also ESIw).
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was numerically calculated for all N data points at all three
temperatures, and the log-likelihood function29
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log L(A,De,fmax) =

PN

i=1log

pr(fi,f_i,Ti|A,De,fmax)

(3)

was optimized with respect to the three free parameters A, De,
and fmax. In the ﬁtting procedure, De and fmax were treated as
global parameters, because these are structural parameters
of the binding potential which should not be aﬀected by
temperature, while the Arrhenius pre-factor was determined
for each temperature individually, because it may be aﬀected
by temperature dependent parameters, such as viscous
damping in the buﬀer solution. (For details of the ﬁtting
procedure, cf. ESI.w)
In addition to the rupture forces and force-loading rates in
the x–y-plane, nine exemplary rupture force distributions per
temperature have been visualized in Fig. 2 (black curves). As
pointed out above, the displayed distributions are based on
optimal values for the three ﬁt parameters. The grey lines in
the x–y plane represent the boundaries of the 90% conﬁdence
interval of the calculated distributions, i.e. about 10% of all
data points can be expected to lie outside of this range.
The parameters providing the best ﬁt for all three temperatures are De = 35.5 kJ mol1, and fmax = 3.55 nN. The
corresponding Arrhenius pre-factors are A = 9.0  102 s1 at
282 K, A = 3.6  103 s1 at 293 K, and A = 3.3  103 s1 at
320 K. In Table 1 these values are summarized and compared
to values of the Si–C bond as determined by gas-phase
quantum chemical calculations. With 35.5 kJ mol1, the
dissociation energy De is almost one order of magnitude
smaller than the theoretical gas-phase value of the Si–C bond.
The 3.55 nN of the maximum force fmax is about 25% smaller
and the Arrhenius A-factors are about 10 orders of magnitude
smaller than the theoretical gas-phase values for the Si–C
bond. A smaller value for A might be expected, as the
theoretical value represents merely the Si–C bonds optical
phonon frequency in the gas phase. Viscous damping should
reduce this frequency considerably in solution. Furthermore
the accommodation coeﬃcient k, as well as the ratio of the
partition functions of the activated complex and the initial

Fig. 2 Bond rupture forces (fr) vs. force-loading rates (df/dt) of more
than 900 single molecule rupture events at 282 K (a), 293 K (b), and
320 K (c). Every data point corresponds to one individual rupture event.
The solid lines represent force distributions at force-loading rates
between 1 nN s1 and 464 nN s1 calculated with the ﬁt parameters
De = 35.5 kJ mol1, fmax = 3.55 nN, and A (282 K) = 9.0  102 s1,
A (293 K) = 3.6  103 s1, and A (320 K) = 3.3  103 s1, respectively.
The parameters were obtained by ﬁtting an Arrhenius kinetics model
combined with a Morse potential as an analytic representation of the
binding potential using the maximum likelihood estimate method.

Based on this activation energy, the force-loading ratedependent rupture force distribution


Z f
d
A
pr ðf ; f_; TÞ ¼  exp
exp½Ea ðf^Þ=kB Tdf^
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df =dt f0
ð2Þ
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Table 1 Parameters extracted from experimental data and from
DFT-calculations for the weakest bond in the linker, i.e. the Si–C
bond
Parametera
1

De/kJ mol
fmax/nN
Ad/s1

Ea(0)e/kJ mol1

Experimental datab Si–C bondc
35.5
3.55
9.0  102 s1
3.6  103 s1
3.3  103 s1
34.0

Temperature

337.4
Global
4.78
Global
1  1013–5  1013 Global
282 K
293 K
320 K
Global

a

Free parameters of the Arrhenius kinetics model combined with a
Morse potential. b Values extracted from the global ﬁt to the experimental
data shown in Fig. 2a–c. c Results from DFT-calculations in the gasphase. d In the gas-phase, the maximum frequency of an optical phonon
in a one-dimensional polymer22 was chosen. e The height of the activation barrier at zero force Ea(0) equals the dissociation energy of the
Morse potential minus the contribution from the zero-point correction:
Ea(0) = De  a/2hn (cf. also ESIw).
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state qz/q, both of which are typically smaller than 1, are not
yet included in the gas phase value.18,22,34 However, it seems
unlikely that this can account for a reduction of 10 orders
of magnitude. Together with the severely reduced dissociation energy and the slightly reduced maximum force, these
parameters clearly point to a diﬀerent rupture mechanism than
homolytic bond scission.
An alternative path, which agrees much better with the
observed kinetic parameters than homolytic bond scission, is
the force-induced hydrolysis of a covalent bond. A mechanically
activated chemical reaction, like force-induced hydrolysis,
could not only explain a signiﬁcant reduction of the activation
energy, but at the same time the fact that reactants, such as
protons, hydroxyl ions or water molecules, have to diﬀuse to
reach their reaction partners could explain a reduction of the
Arrhenius pre-factor of several orders of magnitude. First
principle quantum chemical calculations have demonstrated
that mechanical stress can indeed change the proton aﬃnity of
various reactive groups and thus trigger chemical reactions,
like hydrolysis, which would not occur in the relaxed molecule
under the same environmental conditions.23,24
As pointed out in previous studies,14,18 small microruptures, which are frequently observed in the force–distance
curves of the amino-linked CMA, clearly indicate that a bond
within the surface linker is indeed breaking in this experimental
system. Within this surface linker, the carboxylic acid amide
bond (C(O)–N), and the siloxane bond (Si–O) are both
hydrolysable in aqueous environments. Without mechanical
stress, hydrolysis of these bonds requires rather harsh reaction
conditions, such as extreme pH values and elevated temperatures. Experimentally determined activation energies for
the amide bond lie in the range between 76 kJ mol1 and
105 kJ mol1,35–39 the corresponding values for the siloxane
bond are between 67 kJ mol1 and 96 kJ mol1.35,40–42
Theoretical values are 63–113 kJ mol1 for the amide43–49
and 71–142 kJ mol1 for the siloxane bond.50–54 Bershtein
et al., who have studied the mechanically activated hydrolysis
of C(O)–N and Si–O bonds in bulk material in moisture,
have found activation energies between 84 kJ mol1 and
105 kJ mol1 for C(O)–N and 80 kJ mol1–96 kJ mol1 for
Si–O.35 However, as pointed out above, all these studies
have been carried out under very diﬀerent experimental
conditions (extreme pH and temperature, etc.). Only Bershtein
et al. have actually considered the role of mechanical stress.
They found that bond hydrolysis is strongly activated by
tensile stress. Nevertheless, their experiments were carried
out using bulk material in a gas atmosphere with only 3–4%
humidity in the case of C(O)–N and less than 1% in the case of
Si–O. For these reasons, it is rather diﬃcult to directly
compare our results, which have been obtained in aqueous
environment at neutral pH to these data and to determine
which bond is actually breaking in our experiments. It should
be noted however, that according to the available experimental
data, not only the activation energy for hydrolysis of the
siloxane bond is slightly lower than the activation energy of
the amide bond, but with a bond length of 1.77 Å, the Si–O
bond is also longer than the C–N bond with only 1.47 Å,55
which would make the Si–O bond more susceptible to
mechanical stress.
This journal is
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Although the parameters in Table 1 correspond to the best
ﬁt of an Arrhenius kinetics model with a one-dimensional
Morse potential representing the binding potential, the
rupture force distributions and the conﬁdence intervals shown
in Fig. 2 do not perfectly coincide with the experimental data:
at low force-loading rates, the observed rupture forces tend to
be slightly higher than the ﬁt, while at high force-loading rates,
they tend to be lower than the ﬁt. In fact at 282 K only 63% of
the data points are within the 90% conﬁdence interval. At
293 K 85% and at 320 K 75% of the experimental data points
are within the 90% conﬁdence interval of the calculated
rupture force distributions. Nevertheless, unlike a least square
ﬁt to the most probable or the mean rupture force, our ﬁt
algorithm uses not only one point, e.g. the maximum of
the rupture force distribution, but it takes into account the
exact shape of the distribution for each temperature and
force-loading rate. As a consequence, the slope of the rupture
forces in the force vs. force-loading rate plane is correlated to
the width of the distributions: a large slope corresponds to a
narrow binding potential, which in turn corresponds to a wide
rupture force distribution, i.e. a large scattering of rupture
forces.56 Apparently, slope and scattering of the experimental data are not perfectly consistent with a simple onedimensional Morse potential based Arrhenius kinetics model,
and the ﬁt parameters represent a compromise between the
optimal slope in the force vs. force-loading rate plane and
optimal width of the ﬁtted distributions.
To check whether experimental errors could explain the
discrepancy between experimental data and theoretical model,
we have included an additional statistical error of 0.1 nN
into the model (data not shown). However, even with an
experimental error of 0.1 nN, the quality of the ﬁt can be
hardly improved: the moderate slope at low force-loading
rates and the much higher slope at high force-loading rates
can still not be accurately accounted for by the model.
We therefore believe that a one-dimensional Morse potential
with a single decaying bond is just not adequately representing
our experimental system. According to a recent paper by Iozzi
et al.,28 where several analytical binding potentials have been
compared to ab initio quantum chemical modelling, a Morse
potential represents chemical binding potentials reasonably
well. Even though, it is not clear whether this is also the case
for the hydrolysis of chemical bonds. On the other hand, in
our experimental setup, the carboxylic acid amide and the
siloxane bond are loaded in series and, as pointed out above,
their activation energies are comparable. Therefore another
explanation for the systematic discrepancy between the kinetic
model and the experimental data could be the presence of two
alternative paths by which chain scission can occur, i.e.
two diﬀerent hydrolysable bonds in the surface anchor. If
the two bonds were comparable in strength, it would be
statistically determined which one of the two bonds in series
is actually breaking in any particular rupture experiment.
However, if the amide bond is somewhat stronger under
mechanical load, as proposed by the data of Bershtein et al.,35
it is still possible that our data consist of two diﬀerent subsets,
belonging to two diﬀerent rupture mechanisms: the aminosilane surface linker can be connected to the glass substrate via
one, two, or three silanol groups. Several parallel connections
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 5994–5999
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would obviously strengthen its connection to the substrate
considerably.52 In this case, the C(O)–N bond might rupture
ﬁrst, although according to Bershtein et al., it has the higher
activation energy. Nevertheless, if there is only one silanol
link to the substrate, which is most likely the case quite
frequently,57,58 the Si–O bond might rupture ﬁrst, due to its
lower activation energy.35 In any event, diﬀerent surface
anchoring will lead to diﬀerent rupture kinetics, which will
lead to a broadening of the rupture force distributions. First
force-clamp experiments carried out in our lab indicate that
this may in fact be the case.
It should be pointed out that the exact values of the kinetic
parameters depend, of course, on the kinetic model. The
Arrhenius kinetics model used here seems to be too simplistic
to perfectly explain all details of the experimental data.
However, the large changes in rupture forces, upon relatively
small changes on the (absolute) temperature scale, can only
be accounted for by low activation energy. This agrees
much better with mechanically activated hydrolysis than with
homolytic bond scission.

Conclusions
In the present study, we have identiﬁed structural and kinetic
parameters for the mechanically activated scission of single
covalent bonds in aqueous environment with dynamic single
molecule force spectroscopy, using temperature as an additional
control parameter. We found a signiﬁcantly smaller dissociation
energy and Arrhenius pre-factor, than expected for homolytic
bond scission. One possible explanation for the severely
reduced dissociation energy is the mechanically activated
hydrolysis of chemical bonds, like the carboxylic acid amide
or the siloxane bond in the amino-silane surface linker.
To clarify whether hydrolysis is indeed the correct rupture
mechanism and if so, which bonds are actually hydrolysed,
further quantum chemical studies of these bonds under
mechanical stress, which also incorporate water as a solvent,
will have to be carried out using new methods like an explicitly
included external force ﬁeld (EFEI).27,59,60 Force-clamp
experiments have to show whether the reactive ensemble is
composed of one or more subsets which diﬀer in the details of
the surface anchoring. Such an eﬀect would also lead to a
broadened rupture force distribution.

Experimental
Materials
N1-[3-(Trimethoxysilyl)-propyl]diethylenetriamine (DETA),
carboxymethylated amylose (CMA), polymer bound 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide (EDC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), and phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS; buﬀer
composed of 0.137 M NaCl, 0.010 M Na2HPO4, 0.003 M KCl,
and 0.002 M KH2PO4, pH 7.4 at T = 25 1C) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Deisenhofen, Germany). Hydrochloric
acid (32% GR for analysis), acetic acid (99–100% for synthesis),
and ethanol (absolute GR for analysis) were obtained from
Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). All experiments were conducted with silicon nitride AFM cantilevers with a nominal
5998
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force constant between 10 and 20 mN m1 (MLCT-AU,
Veeco Instruments GmbH, Mannheim, Germany, and
OMCL-TR400PSA, Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan). Glass
microscope slides from Menzel (Braunschweig, Germany)
were used as substrates.
Sample preparation
Glass microscope slides were cleaned in a 2.5% HCl solution
in double distilled water (henceforth referred to as H2Oddest)
for 120 min, sonicated in this solution for 60 min, and rinsed
three times in H2Oddest. To remove organic contaminations
from the AFM tip, cantilevers were irradiated with UV light
over 60 min and immersed in ethanol. To amino-functionalize
the surfaces, a 10 : 1 solution of ethanol and H2Oddest was
prepared and adjusted to pH 4.5–5.5 with diluted acetic acid.
Then, DETA was added to the acetic ethanol/H2Oddest solution
to a ﬁnal concentration of 2%, and glass slides and AFM
cantilevers were incubated for 60 min in this solution, rinsed
with ethanol, and cured at 110 1C for 20 min.
Prior to individual force-spectroscopy experiments 10 mg mL1
CMA, 10 mg mL1 EDC, and 1 mg mL1 NHS were solved in
1 mL PBS. The solution was then transferred to the aminosilanized microscope slide. After a reaction period of 10 min
the slide was rinsed thoroughly with PBS in order to remove
non-covalently bound CMA from the slide.
Experimental setup
Prepared slides were immediately mounted on a custom-built
AFM stage and covered with several hundred mL of PBS. The
temperature of the solution was controlled by a thermostat
with a temperature constancy of 0.03 1C (CF30 KryoKompakt-Thermostat, Julabo Labortechnik GmbH, Seelbach,
Germany). The thermostat was connected with a ﬂuid cooler
(FLKU 140 G 200, Fischer Elektronik GmbH, Lüdenscheid,
Germany), which was mounted on the AFM stage serving as
slide holder. Prior to AFM measurements the temperature of
the solution on the stage was adjusted and after equilibrium
was achieved, it was kept constant during experiments. Afterwards, the amino-functionalized AFM tip was brought into
contact with the activated CMA on the glass slide, and
force–piezo-distance curves were recorded with the AFM
(NanoWizard, JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany) in the
force spectroscopy mode. In order to obtain a higher binding
rate the contact time before retraction of the tip was set to
0.5 s. To cover a wide range of force-loading rates the z-piezo
velocities were varied between 100 nm s1 and 50 000 nm s1.
After the recording of the force curves, the optical lever
sensitivity and cantilever force constant were determined
threefold for each cantilever individually using the thermal
noise method.61 The average value of the three runs was
then used to calibrate the force–distance curves and extract
bond-rupture forces and force-loading rates. To minimize
scattering due to calibration errors all force–distance curves
were normalized with respect to the force at the inﬂection
point on the plateau for every temperature individually.
The bond-rupture forces correspond to the maximum force
before the bond ruptures and the cantilever snaps back to zero
force. The eﬀective spring constant of the cantilever and
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polymer was determined from the slope of the force–
piezo-distance curve before the bond ruptures, and multiplied with
the piezo-velocity in order to extract the force-loading rate. To
convert force–piezo-distance curves into force–extension-curves
the cantilever deﬂection was subtracted (cf. also ref. 18).
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